
Justice System 



Reading   
!  A Conversation with my Black son 

!  http://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/17/opinion/a-conversation-with-
my-black-son.html?nav  



Questions to Consider 
!  What are the incarceration rates in the United States? 

!  Is our fear of  crime related to racial attitudes? 

!  Do members of  different racial and ethnic groups commit or are 
victims of  crime? 

!  What are policing and sentencing practices and how do they relate to 
racial and ethnic groups? 

!  Does “justice is blind” apply to our criminal justice system? 



Strategies to Fight Crime 
!  ”Tough on crime” 

!  Mandatory sentencing 

!  Three strikes (habitual offenders)-1993/1994 
!  Truth in sentencing-1984/1994 

!  Quality of  life policing-1980s/90s 
!  Zero tolerance-1973/1982 







Evolution of  American Justice System 
!  English common law 

!  U.S. Constitution 

!  Civil War 



!  After slavery-lynch mobs and prison labor camps 

!  Convict leasing programs 

!  Early 1900s-FBI, new sentencing laws, juvenile justice system 



Japanese Internment Camps 
!  20th century-lynching and racialized emphasis reduces; convict labor 

lessens (due to union protests) 

!  World War II-Japanese internment camps-110,000 imprisoned (west 
coast); 30,000 children. 1942-1945 

!  $25 and bus ticket home 

!  $1.6 billion reparations 



Prison boom 
!  1970s-experts views on incarceration 

!  Rehabilitation measures needed 

!  Growth in prison population 

!  1925-1975-100,000-200,000 prisoners 

!  1975-2000-1.4 million 

!  2003-7 million 

!  Today, the U.S. has 5 percent of  the world's population, but nearly a 
quarter of  all of  its prisoners. 



Comparison to other Countries 



Who is in Prison? 
!  Women-587% increase (1980-2011); 6.7% of  total prison 

population 

!  Men-non-white males-58% of  prison population 

!  Rate of  incarceration after WWII vs after 1960s 



What Caused the Increase in the 
Prison Population? 

!  Severe sentencing (mandatory minimum sentences, three strikes, 
truth in sentencing, etc) 

!  Drug War 

!  Parole limited or abolished 

!  Video-Many Rivers 



Tough on Crime-Law and Order 
!  Beginning in 1964, Goldwater and Republicans started focusing on 

crime as a central issue in elections. “Tonight there is violence in our 
streets” 

!  Nixon-1968-war on crime-protect Americans from those who 
“increasingly threaten our cities, our homes, our lives.” 

!  Reagan-1980s-”war on drugs”-harsher penalties for those found guilty 
of  possessing and selling drugs 

!  Bush, 1988- Dukakis “soft on crime” “Willie Horton ad” 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Io9KMSSEZ0Y  



Law and Order 
!  Nixon (1968)-”the solution to the crime problem is not the 

quadrupling of  funds for any governmental war on poverty, but more 
convictions.” 

!  Rehabilitation and war on poverty became minimized in comparison 
to war on crime 

!  1994-Violent Crime Control and Law Enforcement Act 

!  Prisons and the economy 

!  http://www.pbs.org/now/shows/419/video.html 



Perception 
!  Crime rates fell during 1990s- 6 out of  10 Americans believed they 

were rising 

!  Drug use declined among high schools but Americans listed drugs as 
danger 

!  85% of  Americans feel current sentencing guidelines don’t deal 
harshly enough with criminals 

!  70% feel we should spend more money on ”the crime problem” 

!  Policy Issues-surveys 



Media 
!  “If  it bleeds, it leads,” goes the saying about local news coverage. 

!  Columbus, Ohio 

!  Los Angeles, California  

!  1990-1998-murder rate fell by 20%; stories on newscasts increased 
by 600% 

!  fear of  perceived threats 



Do Immigrants Increase Crime? 
!  “Roughly 1.6 percent of  immigrant males 18-39 are incarcerated, 

compared to 3.3 percent of  the native-born.  The disparity in 
incarceration rates has existed for decades, as evidenced by data 
from the 1980, 1990, and 2000 decennial census.  In each of  those 
years, the incarceration rates of  the native-born were anywhere from 
two to five times higher than that of  immigrants.” 

!  “The weight of  the evidence suggests that immigration is not 
associated with increased levels of  crime.  To the extent that a 
relationship does exist, research often finds a negative effect of  
immigration on levels of  crime, in general, and on homicide in 
particular.    



Types of  Crime 
!  Drug Trafficking 

!  Illegal drugs-8% of  worldwide trade-$300-400 billion per year 

!  2012-24 million Americans used drugs each month 

!  “underground economy” 



Types of  Crime 
!  White-Collar 

!  Technological crimes-computer hacking, identity theft, tax evasion, 
counterfeiting, money laundering, embezzling, environmental law 
violations 

!  Financial crimes-collapse of  2008 and Great Recession 

!  Americans three-times more likely to die of  occupational hazards than 
of  homicide. 

 



Types of  Crime 
!  Violence Against Women 

!  10 million per year-domestic violence 

!  Every 9 seconds in the US, a woman is assaulted or beaten 

!  1 in 3 women and 1 in 4 men have been victims of  [some form of] 
physical violence by an intimate partner within their lifetime 

!  1 in 5 women and 1 in 71 men in the United States has been raped in 
their lifetime. 



Race and Ethnicity and Violence 



Type of  Crime: Homicide 

!  Homicide rates among persons aged 10–24 years, by race/ethnicity — United States, 1990–2010 







Why are the rates so high? 
!  Violence in the media? 

!  Video games 

!  Guns 

!  Violent crime thrives in neighborhoods with structural disadvantages 
(neighborhood-level differences) 



Punishment 
!  Incarceration: 

!  Increased sentencing laws; mandatory sentencing 

!  Drug sentencing laws 
!  Prison privatization:  

!  http://www.pbs.org/now/shows/322/index.html 



Incarceration Rates by State 





Incarceration Rates by Race/Ethnicity 





!  http://www.ted.com/talks/
alice_goffman_college_or_prison_two_destinies_one_blatant_injustice/
transcript?language=en 











Prison Reform 
!  Sentencing policy 

!  Prison policy 

!  Social policy 

!  Principles: 
!  Proportionality 
!  Parsimony 

!  Citizenship 
!  Social Justice 


